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When Katie Kitrell is shipped off to boarding school, it doesn't take her long to become part of the It

Crowd. She's smart, she's cute, and she's a swimming prodigy. What her new friends, roommate,

and boyfriend don't know is that Katie has kept a secret about her pastâ€•that her schizophrenic

older brother, Will, is quickly descending deeper into insanity. As her lie constantly threatens to

reveal itself, it's all Katie can do to keep her head above water.
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First off, I love this cover! I don't know what it is about them, but I love pictures taken under water -

they're creepy and beautiful at the same time. However, I was somewhat disappointed by the actual

book.What carries Breathless, in my opinion, is the writing. Jessica Warman's prose is beautiful,

lush; insightful without being melodramatic.The rest of the novel, however, did not live up to the

writing. I didn't really like the characters. While I felt for Katie during her time at home and her

problems with her family, she really annoyed me when she's at boarding school. The way she treats

other people at school doesn't fit to the way she acts at home. I was annoyed by how conceited she

is, thinking she'll get into Yale for sure and always saying she's the fastest swimmer. I also disliked

how much Katie smoked and drank without those topics ever really being addressed.While I liked

that the author gave all of the secondary characters unique personalities, I didn't really get their

relationships with Katie. I didn't get why Estella, the most popular girl at school, would befriend Katie

when she doesn't even get along that well with her most of the time. Drew's relationship with Katie

is boring, but I can't really criticize that, since that's the way it's supposed to be. Mazzie is probably



my favorite character. She's complex and dynamic, and I like that she had her own problems but

was still there for Katie. How close the two are, though, is accentuated a little too much to be

realistic.I'm split on what to say about the family-storyline. It was interesting for me to read about

Will's schizophrenia and his episodes seem realistic, but I don't know anything about that kind of

thing so I can't really judge that.
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